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Ageing and Life Extension of Offshore Structures: The Challenge of Managing Structural IntegrityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	A comprehensive overview of managing and assessing safety and functionality of ageing offshore structures and pipelines

	A significant proportion, estimated at over 50%, of the worldwide infrastructure of offshore structures is in a life extension phase and is vulnerable to ageing processes. This book captures the central...


		

Professional Android Application Development (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional Android Application Development    

    Offering an open development environment, Android represents an exciting new opportunity to write innovative applications for mobile devices. This book provides you with a hands-on guide to building these applications using the Android software development kit. It...


		

Managing Your Outsourced IT Services Provider: How to Unleash the Full Potential of Your Global WorkforceApress, 2014

	Managing Your Outsourced IT Services Provider teaches executives and managers of organizations how to unleash the full potential of their outsourced IT services workforce and IT-enabled business processes safely and profitably. Drawing on two decades of experience managing client relationships for global IT services companies,...






		

Outsource It!: A No-Holds-Barred Look at the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly of Offshoring Tech ProjectsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		If you need to expand your business but not your budget, if your group has an intense but short-term project, if you don't have the skill set to get a job done-it's time to think about outsourcing. Starting from the first step (should you outsource part of your tech work?) to the last (how can you protect your intellectual...



		

Crystal Reports XI Official GuideSams Publishing, 2006
The authorized guide to the latest edition of the #1 business intelligence software product - Crystal Reports. More than 16 million licenses of Crystal Reports have been shipped to date.  This book is a reference designed to provide hands-on guidance for the latest release of the product suite. The latest version of Crystal Reports and the...

		

Wind Energy Meteorology: Atmospheric Physics for Wind Power Generation (Green Energy and Technology)Springer, 2012

	This book is intended to give an introduction into the meteorological boundary conditions for power generation from the wind, onshore and offshore. It is to provide reliable meteorological information for the planning and running of this important kind of renewable energy. This includes the derivation of wind laws and wind profile...






		

The Scrum Field Guide: Agile Advice for Your First Year and Beyond (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2016

	Extensively revised to reflect improved Scrum practices and tools, this edition adds an all-new section of tips from the field. 


	


	
		The 1st Edition has a 5-Star Amazon Customer Rating and 135 reviews.

		

		Thousands of organizations are adopting Scrum to...



		

Multistate Systems Reliability Theory with ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Most books in reliability theory are dealing with a description of component and system states as binary: functioning or failed. However, many systems are composed of multi-state components with different performance levels and several failure modes. There is a great need in a series of applications to have a more refined description of these...


		

Innovation in Wind Turbine DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Innovation in Wind Turbine Design addresses the fundamentals of design, the reasons behind design choices, and describes the methodology for evaluating innovative systems and components. Always referencing a state of the art system for comparison, Jamieson discusses the basics of wind turbine theory and design, as well as how to apply...






		

The Offshoring Challenge: Strategic Design and Innovation for Tomorrow's OrganizationSpringer, 2013

	The continuous search for efficiency gains and the goal of attaining a sustainable competitive advantage have steadily increased the volume of goods and services procured globally from third party vendors. In this context, named as “the next wave of globalization”, the offshoring phenomenon has stimulated research and political...


		

Rightshore!: Successfully Industrialize SAP® Projects OffshoreSpringer, 2008
At a time when business demands urge companies to innovate and CIOs face increasing cost pressures, offshore delivery offers the opportunity to industrialize the implementation processes for system harmonization, consolidation, and enhancement, thereby realizing substantial cost savings and quality improvements. Rightshore® - a...

		

Energy Geotechnics: SEG-2018 (Springer Series in Geomechanics and Geoengineering)Springer, 2018

	
		This book collects selected full papers presented at the International Symposium on Energy Geotechnics 2018 (SEG-2018), held on 25th – 28th

	
		 September 2018, at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne (EPFL). It covers a wide range of topics in energy geotechnics, including...
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